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Fiber Mountain’s universal breakout switches, also known as breakout panels, are devices designed to facilitate the 

distribution and consolidation of network connections in a structured manner. They offer a versatile approach to 

accommodate various types of cables and connectors, allowing for seamless integration of different network architectures, 

protocols, and standards within a single enclosure. Our Universal Port Replicator can breakout any QSFP into 4 LC duplex 

ports, each having tri-color LEDs, managed via originating switch, REST API, or web interface, hence resolving breakout 

dilemma for high density switch ports.

In the world of data centers, the management and organization of cables are essential for maintaining a well-structured and 

efficient infrastructure. As networks become more complex and higher data rates are required, the need for flexible and 

scalable solutions to handle diverse cabling requirements arises. Universal breakout switches have emerged as a valuable tool 

in this context, providing enhanced connectivity options and simplifying cable management.  
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Universal Breakout 
Features

Most enterprise networks and hyper-scale data centers prefer to use high-density switches such as 40G, 100G 
are common and 400G is in the near future. However, one of the dilemmas of high-density switches is not all 
devices support high density ports. There is a need to breakout 40G ports into 4x10G ports and 100G ports into 
4x25G ports. Our universal port replicator addresses this issue by breaking out any QSFP port into 4 LC duplex 
ports. This makes end devices to easily connect to these kinds of switches. 

One of the primary functions of universal breakout switches is to break down high-density connections into 
more manageable and organized configurations. These switches provide a central hub where multiple cables 
can be connected and then distributed to the respective destinations. By consolidating and centralizing network 
connections, breakout switches streamline the deployment and maintenance processes, saving time and effort. 

High Density Switch Dilemma  

Consider yourself a data center technician who needs to service a port that is part of a 40G breakout. You must first locate 

the switch, then the 40G switch port, and then the individual 10G port. Because the port has been separated, there are no 

physical indicators for each individual port on the original switch. As a result, the technician’s work becomes difficult. This is 

where tri-LEDs come into play. To service a port, a technician can now just follow the “lights” on the port. 

Port Service Simplified 

Conclusion

The benefits of universal breakout switches extend beyond the physical layer of a network. They contribute to 
improved scalability, flexibility, and ease of management, enabling efficient utilization of resources and promoting 
future-proof network designs. Whether in data centers, enterprise networks, or telecommunications environments, 
breakout switches provide a reliable solution to address the complex cabling requirements of modern networks. 

Fiber Mountain’s breakout switches play a crucial role in the management and organization of network connections. 
Their versatility and scalability allow for the integration of various cables, connectors, and network architectures 
within a single enclosure. By simplifying cable management and providing flexible connectivity options, breakout 
switches contribute to the efficiency, scalability, and future-readiness of network infrastructures. 


